FOR PLATFORM
TEAMS
Platform teams are challenged with delivering technology standardisation by design in a composable and
consistent way. The goal - increase agility, improve resilience, and deliver golden paths to production.
To do this, you need a tool to power your internal developer platforms (IDP). One that complements your
existing tech stack, overcomes its complexity, connects across all your environments including cloud, onpremise and more, and is 100% customisable to your platform needs. That tool is Cloudsoft AMP.

ORCHESTRATE
PLATFORMS
AMP, as a platform orchestrator,
sits at the core of a dynamic
Internal Developer Platform. AMP
provides unparalleled visibility &
control; all whilst ensuring
resiliency and compliance across
environments, regardless of
technology or location.

SUPER AUTOMATE
EVERYTHING
AMP complements and
strengthens all your existing
tooling and tech with its out-ofthe-box interoperability and
advanced 'super automation'
capabilities.

HOW AMP WORKS
Recognising that agile approaches are are revolutionising modern
technology provision and management, AMP's concept of 'Environmentas-Code', elevates infrastructure-as-code to a declarative shared control
plane that connects Dev, Platform, Ops teams and more; allowing them to
deliver, manage and orchestrate environments, platforms and services
rapidly, reliably, resiliently and at scale. AMP also enables self-service, via
ITSM service catalogues and more for developers needing to rapidly spin
up and tear down dev/test environments with minimal effort.

POWERED BY
ENVIRONMENT-ASCODE
By codifying entities in a
declarative model, AMP provides a
single (and unified) control plane
to design, manage, automate and
govern entire environments;
rapidly, consistently, resiliently,
and at scale.

This unique approach creates composable design-time and consistent runtime models for any
environment; capturing and codifying subject matter expertise, best practices, policies,
processes, runbooks and more into reusable blueprints with autonomic policies attached; all
completely independent of infrastructure allowing them to be deployed anywhere,
consistently and without error - making golden paths and guardrails easy to create and
manage.

EMPOWERING PLATFORM TEAMS WITH CONSISTENCY, EFFICIENCY,
SCALE, CONTROL. VISIBILITY AND MORE
WANT A DEMO, OR WANT TO KNOW MORE?

cloudsoft.io

